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The invention relates to a drill attachment, and 
more particularly to a safety device for drills. 
The primary object of the invention is the pro 

vision of a device of this character, wherein the 
control for a drill can be guarded so as to pre 
vent accidental working thereof, for safety pur 
poses, the device being readily moved to a po 
sition for'the free actuation of the control for 
the automatic driving of the said drill when re 
quired. ' 

Another object of the invention is the provi 
sion of a device of this character, wherein it is 
located on the drill in a position for easy ma 
nipulation thereof for safety purposes, so that 
the drill will not prematurely operate, the device 
being a releasable guard for the control trigger 
or other control medium for the starting and 
stopping of such drill. 
A further object of the invention is the pro 

vision of adevice of this character, wherein the 
same is adaptable for fluid or electrically driven 
drills of standard constructions, and when such 
drill is brought to rest, it cannot be accidentally 
set in motion, which might result in injury to 
an operator or damage to a piece of work. 
A still further object of the invention is the 

provision of a device of this character, wherein 
for the'mounting of the same upon a drill avoids 
the necessity of any alteration in its standard 
construction, and is in a convenient position for 
handy manipulation thereof at all times, so that 
such drill cannot operate until a selected time 
by a user thereof. 

Since it is possible for a safety device of this 
character to be moved accidentally to a position 
which would free the squeeze trigger of a drill, 
I also provide as one of the improved features 
of my invention, positive means in the form of 
a spring for normally holding the safety device 
in such position that the trigger cannot be cp 
erated, and which necessitates that the safety 
device be positively and purposely moved to open 
position against the tension of the spring. 
A still further object of the invention is the 

provision of a device of this character, which. is 
simple in construction, thoroughly reliable and 
eflicient in operation, readily and easily oper 
ated, possessing few parts, durable, easily in 
stalled, and inexpensive to manufacture. 
With these and other objects in View, the in 

vention consists in the features of construction, 
combination and arrangement of parts as will be 
hereinafter more fully described, illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings, which disclose the 
preferred and modified forms of the invention, 
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and pointed out in the claims hereunto appended. 
In the accompanying drawings: ‘ 
Figure 1 is a side’elevation of a drill showing 

the device constructed in accordance with the 
invention applied and in unlocked position. 
Figure 2 is a fragmentary sectional view taken 

on the line' 2-2 of Figure 1 looking in the di 
rection of the arrows. 
Figure 3 isa fragmentary sectional view taken 

on the line 34-3 of Figure 1 looking inthe di 
rection of the arrows. 
" Figure 4 is a View similar t'o Figure 1 showing 
the device in locking position. ` ‘ 
Figure 5 is a view similar to Figure 1 showing 

a modification. ` ' ‘ 

Figure 6is a fragmentary side view 'of a iur 
ther modification. i ï 

Figure 7 isa perspective view of the guard part 
of the device ‘shown in Figure l. ' 

Figure 8 is’ an exploded perspective View show 
ing the guides of the'device. ' 1 
Figure 9 is a perspective view of the guard 

part shown in Figure 5. I ' v 

` Figure 10 is a side elevation of a drill, partly 
fragmentary, wherein I have shown another form 
of'my invention in the nature of a keeper or 
guard above the squeeze trigger so that it can 
not be accidentally depressed. Y y 

Similar reference characters indicate corre 
sponding parts throughout the several views in 
the drawings. 

Referring to the drawings, particularly Fig 
ures l to 4, ’7 and 8, inclusive, A designates gen 
erally an electrically driven hand controlled drill 
of any standard construction, having a push but 
ton control medium I0, for a normally open elec 
tric switch l I in an electric current supply to 
an electric motor (not shown) as built within 
the drill A for driving its rotary bit I2, as usual. 
As is ordinary in drills of one standard type, 

there is provided a squeeze trigger I3, which is 
pivoted at M to overhang the button control 
medium l0, so that when the hand grip l5 of the 
drill is grasped in the hand of an operator the 
trigger can be ñnger actuated to depress the but 
ton control medium I0 for the closing of the 
switch Il whereby the electric current will be 
turned on for the driving of the drill or the set 
ting 'thereof in motion, the switch l l being opened 
under spring action when pressure is released 
from the button control medium l0, as is cus 
tomary. 
Arranged at opposite sides of the control me 

dium l0 is a pair of spaced parallel channeled 
guide rails I6 for a slidable safety cap l‘l, these 
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constituting the device forming the subject mat 
ter of the present invention. This cap I‘I is 
closed at its top, sides and one end, while the 
opposite end next to the medium I0 is open, and 
extending laterally from the bases of the closed 5 
sides of the cap are flanges interfitting the chan 
nels in the rails IB, the cap I'I being adapted to 
be manually shifted for conñning Within the 
same the medium I 0 beneath the ̀ trigger I3, >to 
eliminate the possibility of depressing such me 
dium for the closing of the switch II accidentally. 
When the cap I 1 is moved clear of the control 
medium I0, the same can then be actuated by the 

trigger I3 for the closing of the said switch._j_ ' Since it might be possible, under certain?çi?r: 

cumstances, for the safety cap I'I t'o‘bev moved 
from beneath the squeeze triggerlßgïlrproyide 
a spring 24 between guide rails I6 and retained _in 
position by a keeper 25, which spring presses 
upon the cap I1 to hold it normally in locking 
position beneath Lthe .squeeze.tri'gger.j In prac 
tice, the safetycapmust îbe moved out’ from 
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'under the *squeeze` trigger;positively and ,inten 
itionally against: the action of spring 24. , . 

In Figuresi5 and ‘9, of the drawings, ’thereìs 
shown l a modification, v.wherein the trigger, guard 
I9 for theitrigge'r 'is located at the under side 
of the barrel of the drill, next to the‘grip 20,' and 
to," this _under side is slidably .fitted the. capV 2l 
similarly ’to the ñttingoftheíicap I'I hereinbefore 
set forth. This cap 2l is moved overV the guard 
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iI9;_so'th`at the trigger; within 1 the same .cannot 
be accidentally 
active.V ‘ j' `, Y 
A spring 24A and a keeper 25A ,is provided to 

maintain the cap 2| positively in position ’over 
the guard I9 so that the trigger >cannot be _op 
erated- unless the cap Yis intentionally pushed'into 
the open position against the spring.'A ' ` f ' ‘ ‘ 

i 1 -InßFigure 6 of thedrawings there is Ashown a 

further modification ofïthe invention, wherein a 
blockingïwedge 22 is slìdably __ñtted on the drill 
A in the path of the trigger 23 and this wedge is 
movable-under and frornyunder _such trigger,V the 
wenigen when-under. theîtrigger--ß beingv effec'- ¢ f 
»tive „for _blocking-,operation thereof  to avoid de 
„pressingthe .control-medium-of the kind herein 

operated 1, iorgeriderin‘g the" drill 

,40 

_ before described, soiitheiisucnîdrill,’Wil1„,r10t be 

andi keeper 2Él3yare in Aall re- .-50 
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4 
spects similar to springs 24 and 24A and keepers 
25 and 25A. v 
In Figure 10, I have shown another modified 

form of my invention wherein a guard 2'I having 
a horizontal position 28 and a vertical support 
29 is provided which overhangs the squeeze trig 
ger I3 and prevents pressing of the same. The 
support 29 is slidable between rails I6 and is urged 
in its closing or guarding position by spring 24C 
retained by keeper 25C. ` ` v 

' What is claimed is: ' 

1. A safety device for an automatically driven 
’drill having a power energy control medium, 
_comprising a sliding safety cap closed at its top, 
_sides and one end and laterally extending flanges 
formed integral with the bases of said closed 

, side, forA blocking the actuation of the said me 
diuinian‘d cha?nelled rails slidably fitting said 
latërally'extending flanges of said safety cap upon 
the drill for movements thereof to blocking and 
non-blocking position. H , ' ' 

A2.1 A safety device for an automatically driven 
drill having; a power ̀ energy control médium, 
comprising a sliding safety cap closed at its top, 
sides and one Yend and laterally extending'flanges 
formed integral with the basesof said closed 
side, for blocking ,the actuation of the said me 
dium, and channelledj rails slidably ñtting said 
laterally extending flanges of said safety cap upon 
the drill for movements thereof to blocking and 
non-blocking positions, the last named means lo 
cating the ñrst'named -means for reach of an 
operator when hand gripping ,the drill. 

JOHN STROTHER. 
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